THE OLD PARSONAGE IN PERU, VERMONT
Some people collect salt and pepper shakers. Joseph Pell Lombardi collects houses.

				

—The New York Times, July 5, 1990

INTRODUCTION
While visiting friends in southern Vermont for the 4th of

July weekend in 1976, I pursued one of my favorite
diversions -- touring local houses for sale. This time my diversion resulted in the purchase of another house.
The trip to Vermont had not been with the intent of buying a country house. My family and I were celebrating
America’s Bicentennial in traditional Vermont by visiting friends with sons the same age as ours at their rural nineteenth
century country home in Windham County, Vermont.
Whenever I visit a new locale, my curiosity for houses inevitably results in visits to local house museums and
viewing houses for sale. House museums are usually informative, but houses for sale, however ludicrous an acquisition
may be, adds the enticing possibility of ownership. Contacting a local realtor and explaining that I’m a preservation
architect looking for an old, un-renovated house, in poor condition can lead to fascinating top-to-bottom tours,
including areas usually inaccessible in house museums. Once the realtor understands my quest, I often will be shown
houses not being marketed, because of their derelict condition.
My friends introduced a local real estate sales agent and Nan and I toured knowing that house-hunting and long
discussions with the agent would be tedious for the boys. It is never my intent to mislead agents, since I know I’m rash
enough to jump into an untouched, historically intact, house rescue that is slightly conceivable just short of bankruptcy.
When it comes to houses I follow the adage to buy first and then figure out how to pay for it. And, it’s always possible
that it might be suitable for one of my architectural clients.
Among the homes the realtor showed us was a marvelously intact, 1850s parsonage in the quintessential New
England town of Peru. Still owned by
the Congregational Church; without a
resident parson the parsonage had been
rented out in recent years. The town
consists of a tiny triangular commons
with only ten houses, a church, a
general store, a minute post office,
the foundation of an old inn and the
Parsonage.
Surrounded by the Green Mountain
National Forest, Peru is across the
valley from Stratton, the best equipped
ski resort in southern Vermont, a few
minutes drive from Bromley, one of
the earliest ski centers in the country
and within walking distance of Wild
Wings, a first rate, rustic cross-country
The old Parsonage, weekend of July 4th, 1976
skiing center with ski trails that wind
through the beautiful, dense Green
Mountain forest. The town of Manchester, with its significant architecture and extensive shops, is ten miles down the
mountain.
The Parsonage was sorely in need of intervention, had a price of only $24,000, with 25 percent cash and the
annual taxes were $250 per year (at first I thought the agent meant $250 per month). It all seemed quite do-able.
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The Parsonage was in a very poor
general condition, with significant
roof, structural and mechanical
systems issues, a collapsing barn and
overgrown, unattended grounds. But
it had the significant advantage that it
was historically intact; it had never been
compromised by loss of material by a
significant alteration.
Four hours from New York City, it
would provide weekend skiing for sevenyear-old Mike and ten-year-old Chris
and an old-fashioned country kitchen
and garden for Nan. For me, it was a
hands on opportunity to delve into
Early 20th century view of Peru looking southwest towards Stratton Mountain
the architecture of rural New England.
There was something for everyone.
I was able to justify the purchase since we were between house projects. Our current home was an apartment in a
1920s building in Carnegie Hill on the upper east side of Manhattan which we had rented while looking for another
townhouse after the sale of the house I had restored on Sniffen Court. (The rental apartment turned out to be a lucky
choice, within a short time the building converted to cooperative ownership and our insider price was substantially less
than the market).
The Parsonage quickly became a home filled with memories of country weekends being together as a family, often
shared with friends, enjoying winter skiing, spring fly fishing, summer swimming and the colorful autumns.

Fig. 3- 1869 map of Peru Author’s Collection
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PERU, VERMONT
In 1804 the residents changed the name of the town from Bromley to Peru because they associated Peru, South America, with
gold and riches. They felt that their community, with a more positive image, might attract more settlers.
		
— Phoebe Ann Lewis, Peru, Vermont
Peru’s population is presently 70; at
its peak, in the mid-19th century, the
population approached 200. The early
habitants were farmers who deforested
the surrounding hills for sheep grazing.
Peru encompasses an area of one square
mile. Roads, edged with 150-year-old
sugar maple trees, lead to the center of the
town where there is a triangular commons
used, in the 19th century, for grazing of
travellers horses and gathering for civic
events. The roads leading to the commons
are lined with the original 19th century
architecture.
The Congregational Church, flanked
by the Parsonage, stands on the north
“Old Home Day” on the front lawn of the Old Parsonage, c. 1914
side of the road. On the south side is
the general store, the post office and the
former creamery. To the east is the foundation of an 1822 brick hotel/tavern, destroyed by fire in 1974. To the east
and west is a string of ten white wooden clapboard houses.
In the 19th century, the dirt road which runs though the town, ran east-west across Vermont from Manchester
on the west to Chester on the east with branch roads to the towns to the north and south. In the 1800s, Peru was
a day’s journey 10 miles up the steep mountain from the bustling town of Manchester and the road went through
the middle of Peru. With the advent of the automobile, Peru was by-passed by a new paved road leaving the town
frozen in the 19th century. The limited establishments fulfilled the small town’s needs—the hotel and tavern provided
food and drinks, as well as place to interact with travelers; the general store provided a wide range of goods and the
Congregational Church and the parsonage provided for the town’s spiritual and social gatherings.
Until the mid-1950s, the
church employed a parson, with
the Parsonage’s principal rooms
being used for church dinners,
bible readings, sewing circles and
a small lending library. These few
multi-purpose establishments met
most needs of the town’s populace.
A substantially intact 19th
century house and town in a
tranquil location by-passed by
the main road was a wonderful
attribute. Unlike many of the
houses and ski chalets on the
outskirts, the houses in the town
center were owned by full-time
local residents. We were the only
Peru, VT -- early 20th century view
flatlanders.
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THE OLD PARSONAGE 1850-1976
The Congregational Church in Peru, Vermont, was completed in 1846. The Parsonage followed in 1850. The
new American Republic had looked to classical Greece, the highest symbol of democracy and independence, for its
architectural inspiration. In the mid-nineteenth century, archaeological discoveries resulted in the publication of pattern
books depicting the classical orders
of architecture and their application
to vernacular architecture. The
classical architectural details finding
their way into American buildings
was known as the Greek Revival
style; the exterior detailing of the
Congregational Church and the
Parsonage were designed in this
prevalent style of the time.
In 1850, the parsonage was
constructed of large, hand-hewn
posts and beams held together by
wooden pegs. The roof was covered
with grey-black slate from local
quarries. The walls were lapped
clapboards over wide pine board
The Barn, 1976
sheathing on the exterior, and lime
plaster over wood lath on the inside.
The floors were wide pine planks. Although the less labor-intensive balloon-frame* construction had been in use for
more than then 10 years, the frame of the Parsonage continued the traditional use of post and beam construction. This
form of construction lingered because of inexpensive labor, habit, and, perhaps, a lack of confidence in the new system
amongst people living in rural areas like Peru, who had yet to see the success of newer technologies.
Builders of this period adapted the new architectural fashions to the requirements of the region by preserving
traditional usages, employing local
building materials and conforming to the
local exigencies. The Greek Revival style
is noted for a homogeneous expression
with lessening regional variations. The
wide spread use of the Greek Revival style
was found to be appropriate even for the
more reticent and conservative developers
of the era.
The porch was built under a later
campaign. But, the porch detailing
indicates that it was likely added within a
decade of the original construction. At a
later date, probably during the last quarter
of the 19th century, the porch posts were
changed and scrollwork trim was added.
The 19th century parson used the
Restoration of the Barn
* Balloon-frame construction consists of light wood studs held together with nails instead of the more massive post-and-beam construction joined with
wood pegs. In the 1840s, balloon frame construction became feasible with the mechanization of sawmills and the mass production of nails. The location of
its invention is attributed to Keene, New Hampshire, just 40 miles from Peru.
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house in a quite formal manner. He had a clear delineation between the service areas, the personal living areas and
the areas used for community functions. A secondary staircase, surprising in a house of such relatively small size,
enabled servants to go about their activities without interfacing with the parson, his family and the parishioner
guests. A slight hierarchy in the degree of trim work further distinguished the formal areas of the house from
the secondary areas. The highest and most intricate level of detailing was used in the parlor and the dining room.
A medium level of trim work was used in the three upstairs bedrooms (the north bedroom may have served as a
library). The remaining portions of the house have the simplest form of trim, signifying the importance the parson
placed on community function spaces.
While often reluctant to integrate new or developing construction methods, 19th century vernacular New England
houses did rely upon newly available paints for their decoration. Paint was applied on all surfaces, including the ceilings,
walls and woodwork. Likewise, the simple pine floors and furniture, typically unwittingly stripped and stained by later
owners, were originally painted.
As was prevalent after the invention and mass production of the wood stove, there were no masonry fireplaces.
On the first floor of the parsonage, cast iron wood stoves and hearths provided heat, with a system of flues and vents
supplying heat to the second floor. A traditional wood cook stove was used in the kitchen.
In addition to the house and barn, the Parsonage came with its original 1/2 acre of land. The field in the back was
surrounded by the original stone walls and all four sides of the property were marked by regularly spaced Sugar Maples.

THE OLD PARSONAGE, 1976-1987
The Acquisition:
Legal procedures move slowly in the more rural areas of New England. Even though a contract was signed with the
Congregational Church a few weeks after our 1976 initial visit, it would take two years to conclude the transaction.
Surveys, decrees, petitions, recordings and hearings concerning the sale and shared water pipes and septic lines were all
necessary. Finally, in 1978, on a brilliant late September day with just a hint of coming autumn in the air, we took title.

The Restoration:
Occupied by parsons for over 100 years, by
the time I acquired the Old Parsonage, it still
remained substantially intact, including some
original furnishings and the books forming
the 19th century Peru library.
Essentially still in its 19th century
configuration and condition, the Parsonage
needed an enormous amount of work.
Nearly everything that could be wrong was
wrong. The roof leaks had caused damages
to the roof beams and there was significant
sill rot. Since the house was located on the
side of a hill, the spring run-off from the
mountains flooded the cellar. As a result, the
main sills on which the house was resting
were compromised. The slate roof was
Chris, Mike, Nan & Joe -- 1978
repaired using slate from local quarries and
the beams and sills replaced as needed.
The electricity was insufficient and the lines were not fully functioning. There was some rudimentary plumbing,
and a simple, but insufficient, forced air heating system. Having been rented to tenants, the house needed an owner to
cherish it back to being. The local electrician and plumber were enlisted to redo the electrical and plumbing systems
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and a new heating system, with ducts carefully concealed in the
walls, was installed.
The barn, also of post and beam construction with mortise
and tendon joints, had a failed foundation. The structural
members had pulled apart, and it was in the final stages of
collapse. My neighbor even offered to cart it away for firewood.
Instead, I rebuilt the structure with wood members of the same
size. In order to distinguish the repair from the original, I used
present-day joinery for the repair work. I then had the barn raised
six feet with hydraulic jacks so I could install new foundations.
I did a great deal of the early physical work myself and
obviously all the architectural work. My family was energetic, and
we travelled to the Parsonage as often as we could. In the early
years, we made the four hour trip almost every weekend. As the
house inched along to completion, my neighbors grew to respect
my efforts.

Dining Room - Photo by Billy Cunningham

The Decoration and Furnishings:
Once I had completed work on the structural components and
mechanical systems, my next step in conserving the Parsonage
was its furnishings. The parsons and their wives had made only
decorative changes and, fortunately, under the many layers of
paint and wallpaper, the original painted surfaces and wallpaper
remained. These discoveries served as my template as I began
to conserve the original state of the interiors.
Paint analysis determined that rich and colorful schemes
had been used in the formal areas of the house. The parlor had a
dark grey-blue floor with cream-colored woodwork. The dining
room floor had been painted ochre and then covered with varnish
to imitate oak. The woodwork had originally been painted a
silver-grey. The first layer of the dining room wallpaper had a

Master Bedroom - Photo by Billy Cunningham

background that matched the ochre floors and small leaves that
matched the woodwork paint.
Based upon fragments, the wallpaper was reproduced and
all surfaces re-coated their original colors. The furniture and
accessories wanted to be as they had been in the 19th century. In
rural New England, local furniture makers used inexpensive pine,
instead of expensive mahogany and walnut. To give the furniture
the look of the more costly wood, the furnishing were typically
grain painted and stencil decorated, giving them greater expression
than the costly woods.
In the 1970s, 19th century New England paint-grained
furniture was still available at reasonable prices. From local auctions
and shops, I was able to furnish the house with this decoratively
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Dining Room High Country Shearton Sideboard

painted pine furniture thus giving an inexpensive simple elegance to the
Parsonage in the same manner as the early occupants.
From the picturesque landscape painters of the 19th century to
the abstract and realists painters of the 20th century, Vermont has
always been a center for art. Within twenty miles of the Parsonage,
dozens of artists had lived, painting local images. I added their works
to the walls of the Parsonage, favoring the most local of views.

The Gardens:
The meadow behind the Parsonage had been used for the grazing of
the parson’s horse and cow. At the back of the meadow I dug a small
farm pond, a typical method of supplying water for the animals. In
Vermont, with its high water table from the spring run off from the
Parlor - Photo by Billy Cunningham
mountains, the pond consisted of simply having a large whole dug with
a backhoe. Here it became a picturesque frog pond.
The traditional New England garden is an English style perennial garden that annually grows better as it becomes
more established. The borders were planted with colorful perennials and the beds in the meadow planted with wild
flowers. My neighbor, Dr. Roger Fox set up a bee hive that took advantage of the wild flowers. The simple gardens are
one of my great pleasures.
In the center of the area immediately behind the house, I installed a traditional cistern consisting of fieldstone
walls capped by a one piece granite circle easily obtainable from the local Vermont quarries.

The Old Parsonage -- Farm pond

Cistern

PRESENT USE OF THE PARSONAGE
While I fastidiously restored every detail, the Parsonage was not merely a show house, it is a heavily used weekend
getaway.
While I initially viewed Vermont primarily as an ideal family ski retreat location, the Parsonage’s year-round uses
quickly became apparent. In the summer, Vermont provided contrasts for my New York City based family. Swimming
at the nearby lake in the National Forest, fireworks, county fairs, church dinners and country auctions were the antithesis
of our subway-riding Manhattan lives. New England autumn colors and spring fly fishing learned at the nation’s fly
fishing center in nearby Manchester enriched the Parsonage experience. The Parsonage also was a haven to which my
sons could bring their friends; it often seemed more like a fraternity house than a parsonage.
The Parsonage corresponded to a particular time in my life, a weekend retreat for a family with young children.
My grown sons and I still use the Parsonage, although not as frequently as when the boys were young. Separately
or together we are drawn back to re-enact the many happy days at the Parsonage. Each year I usually organize a ski
weekend, typically on President’s Day weekend. It starts with an informal dinner on Friday followed by Saturday
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skiing. Saturday night, we traditionally perform a play joined in by my neighbors. Everyone is given a script, with an
assigned character. There are costumes, props, and a director. We’ve tried our hand at light British comedies, mysteries,
Shakespeare and Russian farces. The Russian farces, played with a wonderfully humorous Russian accent by Asya Reed,
my Ukrainian neighbor are some of the best. Saturday night is always a formal black tie dinner.
This sense of tradition is what makes the Parsonage a completed work. It doesn’t just sit in Peru, immaculately
restored but unused. It is a home with stories, personality and history, both my family’s as well as the those of the
former parsons’ families.

Only flatlanders need snow tires in the winter and swimming suits in the summer.
		— A Vermont saying

The Old Parsonage, oil painting by Fred Swann
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